ESPRESSO-MV. But we can still derive a quick check for tautology on a unate cover. Thus the tautology checking algorithm can be improved in speed.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The tree machine is a synchronous parallel computer in which the underlying communication graph is a complete binary tree. The computational power of the tree machine has been the subject of much research, owing in part to its potential for an efficient VLSI implementation [1] , [2] . A prototype tree machine involving 1023 processors is being built at Columbia University [8] . We consider the problem of k selection, finding the kth largest of n inputs, where initially the inputs are stored in the n leaf processors of a 2n -1 processor tree machine. Tanimoto considered the problem of finding the median value of n 2 pixels in a pyramid machine whose lowermost processor level coincides with the pixels [9] . Operations involving the median pixel are useful in certain filtering and smoothing tasks in image processing [9] . The underlying communication graph of a pyramid machine is a 4-way complete tree so, apart from superficial detail, this is a special case of the problem considered here. Tanimoto gave a number of deterministic algorithms for selecting the median, the fastest of which has running time 0 (n2 log n) [9] . Fredrickson [4] presented a clever adaptation of an algorithm of Munro and Paterson [6] Our aim is to find an efficient implementation for the tree machine of the procedure for k selection described in Section I. Recall that the k selection procedure operates iteratively on a candidate set consisting of at least one input whose value coincides with the kth largest. An iteration involves two main operations: picking a member x of the candidate set uniformly at random, and computing less (x) and equal (x), the number of inputs with value less than x and the number with value equal to that of x (respectively). Wee rfer to x as a splitter, and the pair, less (x) and equal (x), as the rank of x.
In the k selection problem, the n inputs initially reside in the local memories of the n leaf processors. Thus One indication that this implementation of the k selection procedure is probably not optimal is that each processor is busy just one out of every p steps. By utilizing the processors more fully, the splitter selection and rank computation operations can be pipelined, so that the new operations can begin at each step. The details are as follows.
There are three types of messages: 1) A special start message.
2) A splitter message (u, s), where u is the value of the splitter and s is the size of the set from which the splitter was chosen.
3) A rank message (u,v, We measure the running time of the algorithm as the number of steps that elapse after the leaves have received the start message up to the step at which the root receives the message (just described) signaling termination.
We now present a pessimistic analysis of the algorithm, which leads to upper bounds for the expected running time and for the probability of the running time exceeding its expectation by a constant factor. Proof: Think of the s members of C as being arranged in sorted order about a circle as indicated in Fig. 2 . An input of smallest value is at the bottom, and the values increase going counterclockwise around the circle. Starting at the input marked k (one of the kth largest), scan counterclockwise around the circle until hitting, for the first time, an input picked as a splitter in stage i. Let x be the number of inputs, counting the one marked k, passed over before hitting the splitter. Similarly, scan clockwise around the circle until hitting a splitter and let y denote the number of inputs passed over.
Suppose for the moment that the stage index i = 1, so that the computation is just beginning, and the candidate set C is the set of all inputs. Each of the 2p splitters generated at the first stage are chosen uniformly at random with replacement from C. Thus s' = 0 if the value of at least one of these splitters coincides with the kth largest, ands's< x + y -1 otherwise. Let z be such that 1 < z < s, and consider the set Z consisting of the first z inputs passed over in a counterclockwise scan around the circle starting at k. The condition x > z means none of the 2p splitters generated at the first stage belong to Z. Each of these splitters belongs to Z independently with probability z/s, so Now, suppose that the stage index i > 1. An added complication is that the 2p splitters generated at the (i -l)st stage arrive at the leaves during the the first 2p steps of the ith stage, influencing the generation of the new gtoup of 2p splitters. However, the proof goes through because the bounds given for Pr (x > z) and Pr (y > z) still hold. To see this for x, let z and Z be as above, and let c (O < c . s) denote the size of the candidate set at ahy of the first 2p steps of the ith stage. This step produces a splitter chosen uniformly at random from the c candidates. Irrespective of what happens at other steps, * if c ( z then this splitter belongs, to Z with probability 1, and * if c > z then it belongs to Z with probability (zlc) > (z/s).
Thus, none of the 2p splitters belong to Z with probability P > z 2p
Pr (x>z)S <1- algorithm is less than log 2n loglog n for some constant c > 0. Moreover, for all t > to, the running time exceeds tc (log2 n/loglog n) with probability less than n -dt/loglog n where to and d are positive constants.
Proof: At a given step, if the candidates set size s satisfies n/p' ) s > n/pi+ I > 0, then we say the algorithm is in state i + 1, and if s = 0 then we say the algorithm is in state m = 1 + Lp/log p J
The algorithm starts in state 1 and terminates in state m. Consider a series of coin tosses, where each toss results in heads independently with probability 1 -2/e. Let Wbe the number of coin tosses that elapse before obtaining m heads. Let T be the running time. Consider the state of the algorithm just before every odd stage i = 1, 3, 5, fBy Lemma 1, if the algorithm is in state u just before the ith stage then, with probability > 1 -(2/e), it will be in some state vt < u just before the (i [v, 12, e2) , (U2, S2)], from its two sons. As a result, the node transmits to its father a message whose tank computation component is determined as a function of (v, 11, el) and (v, '2, e2), as described in Rule 1)-a) of the basic algorithm, and whose splitter selection component is computed as a function of (vl, sl) and (u2, s2), as described in Rule 1)-b) of the basic algorithm. , where -oo represents a special value less than the value of all inputs, and w the value of the input stored in the leaf in question. In the second case, the leaf transmits the message whose rank computation component is determined as a function of (u, 1, e), as described in Rule 3)-b) of the basic algorithm, and whose splitter selection component is determined as a function of (v', s), as described in Rule 3)-c) of the basic algorithm.
Theorem 1 holds (with a similar proof) for this algorithm. Thus, the running time is less than c (log2 n/loglog n) with high probability, for some constant c > 0.
We Corresponding standard deviations were smallest for the improved pipeline algorithm, where we found them to be about five times smaller than the averages when n > 1024.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We presented a new probabilistic algorithm for k selection for the tree machine, which runs in time less than c (log2 n)/loglog n) with high probability, where c is a small constant. Analytic and simulation results indicate that the algorithm is significantly faster than ones reported previously.
We note that the algorithm can be used to sort n inputs, initially distributed among the n leaf processors. (The task is to rearrange the inputs so that the value stored at the ith leaf is the ith largest in a nondecreasing ordering the input values.) Sorting on the tree machine requires Q(n) time in the worst case, and can be accomplished in 0(n) time by several methods. With our k selection algorithm, it is possible to sort in expected time m + 0 (log3 n/loglog n) where m is the number of input values initially out of order. Without going into the details, the idea is as follows. Compute the median and broadcast it to the leaves. Identify the values in the left subtree that should go to the right subtree, and the values in the right subtree that should go to the left subtree. Move the values to the appropriate subtree, and recurse in parallel in the two subtrees. There are several opportunities for pipelining (for example, in the move operation) and other improvements.
INTRODUCTION
Out of several methods used for smoothing and normalization of seismic traces, the best known is, perhaps, that which goes by the 
